New York Law Update:
Non-Profit Revitalization Act of 2013
By Andrew S. Katzenberg
The New York Non-Profit Revitalization Act of 2013
(the “Act”) was signed into law by Governor Andrew
Cuomo on December 18, 2013, and goes into effect as
of July 1, 2014. The Act made significant changes to
New York Not-for-Profit Corporation Law (NPCL), the
Estates, Powers & Trusts Law (EPTL) and Article 7-A
of the Executive Law (“Article 7-A”), and is designed
to simplify the administrative procedures for charitable
organizations while strengthening the governance and
credibility of such organizations.

(4) reduces the voting requirement to purchase, sale,
mortgage, lease or other disposition of real property from two-thirds to a majority vote of the
board of directors, unless the purchase or disposition constitutes substantially all of the assets of
the corporation;7
(5) permits the following acts of a charitable organization to be approved by the Attorney General
rather than a petition to the New York Supreme
Court: (1) disposition of all or substantially all
assets,8 (2) merger and consolidation of charitable corporations9 and (3) dissolution of charitable corporations;10

Section 8-1.9 was added to Article 8 of the EPTL to
implement the new audit, related party transactions,
and conflicts of interest and whistleblower policy requirements for charitable trusts as discussed below.

I.

Increased Thresholds for Heightened
Reporting Requirements

Pursuant to section 172 of Article 7-A, every charitable organization (including charitable trusts required
to register under Article 8 of the EPTL) that intends to
solicit contributions from any person or government
agency in the State of New York is required to register
with the Attorney General and file a financial report
annually (Form CHAR500).1 These charitable organizations are also required to file an independent CPA
review report (“CPA Review”) or an independent CPA
audit report (“CPA Audit”) with the Attorney General
if the gross revenue (and support) of the charity reaches
certain thresholds. The Act increased the CPA Review
threshold from $100,000 to $250,000,2 and increased the
CPA Audit threshold from $250,000 to $500,000. The
CPA Audit threshold will increase further to $750,000
as of July 1, 2017, and $1,000,000 as of July 1, 2021.3 The
increased thresholds reduce burdens placed on smaller
charitable organizations.

II.

Simplification of Administrative Procedures

One of the main purposes of the Act was to simplify
the establishment of charitable organizations, as well as
their operations. The following highlight several such
improvements:
(1) eliminates categories of not-for-profit corporations as a Type A, B, C or D and replaces the
categorical classification with a much simpler
charitable or non-charitable classification;4
(2) permits electronic delivery of notices, consents,
waivers, proxies and financial statements;5
(3) permits videoconference attendance for directors
at board meetings;6
4

(6) no longer requires charitable organizations
whose purpose includes education to obtain
consent of the Commissioner of Education if its
purposes explicitly exclude the purpose to be
chartered by the Board of Regents (purposes described in (a) to (v) of NPCL § 404); and11
(7) no longer requires the purpose clause in the certificate of incorporation to identify the activities
the corporation will undertake or state how it
will achieve its purposes.12

III.

Increased Oversight Internally

Charitable organizations with gross receipts of
$500,00013 or more must designate an audit committee
comprised of at least three “independent directors” (or
if it does not designate an audit committee, the board of
directors with only independent directors participating)
to review the accounting and financial reporting processes of the organization.14 Specifically, this committee must (1) retain and renew the agreement with the
independent auditor, (2) review the results of the audit
and (3) oversee and administer the conflict of interest
policy.15
The term “independent director” means a person:
(1) who is not and has not been an employee of the
organization within the last three years,16
(2) does not have a relative who is or has been a
“key employee” of the organization within the last
three years,17
(3) who has not or does not have a relative who has
received more than $10,000 in compensation
from the organization in any year during the last
three years,18
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(4) is not an employee of or does not have a substantial financial interest in any entity which
had made a payment19 to or received a payment
for property or services from the organization
exceeding the lesser of $25,000 or 2% of the organization’s gross revenue within any year during
the last 3 years, or
(5) does not have a relative who is an officer or does
not have a substantial financial interest in any
entity which had made a payment to or received
a payment for property or services from the organization exceeding the lesser of $25,000 or 2%
of the organization’s gross revenue within any
year during the last 3 years.20
If a charitable organization had in the prior year
or reasonably expects to have in the current year gross
receipts exceeding $1,000,000, it must also: (1) review
the scope and planning of the audit with auditor before it commences; (2) upon completion of the audit,
discuss with the auditor (a) risks and weaknesses of
the organization’s internal controls, (b) restrictions on
the auditor’s activities or access to information, (c) any
significant disagreements between the auditor and
management, and (d) adequacy of the organization’s
accounting and financial reporting processes; and (3)
annually consider the performance and independence
of the auditor.21
Additionally, charitable organizations are prohibited from engaging in “related party transactions”22
unless it is determined that it is fair, reasonable and in
the best interest of the organization. In order to approve
a related party transaction, the board must (1) consider
alternatives, (2) approve the transaction by majority
vote excluding the related party, and (3) contemporaneously document the basis for approval including consideration of the alternatives.23
All charitable organizations are now required to
adopt a conflict of interest policy to ensure that directors, trustees, officers and key employees act in the
organization’s best interests.24 The audit committee will
oversee and administer the conflict of interest policy if
such committee exists; otherwise it will be overseen by
the board of directors.25 The conflict of interest policy
must include the following:26
(1) a definition of the circumstances that constitute a
conflict of interest;
(2) procedures for disclosing a conflict of interest;
(3) a requirement that the conflicted person not be
present at or participate in deliberations on the
matter;
(4) a prohibition against the conflicted person’s attempt to influence the deliberation or voting on
the matter;

(5) a requirement that the existence and resolution
of the conflicts be documented;
(6) a procedure for disclosing, addressing and documenting the conflict; and
(7) a requirement that directors and trustees, before
the initial election or appointment and annually
thereafter, must disclose conflicts of interest.
In addition, charitable organizations with (1) 20
or more employees and (2) gross revenue in excess of
$1,000,000 in the prior fiscal year must adopt a whistleblower policy to protect persons who report suspected
improper conduct from retaliation.27 The whistleblower
policy must be administered by a committee of independent directors, if one exists; otherwise by the board
of directors.28 The whistleblower policy must include
the following:29
(1) procedures for reporting violations and preserving confidentiality;
(2) designation of a director, trustee, officer or employee to administer the policy and report to the
appropriate committee; and
(3) a requirement that the policy be distributed to all
directors, officers, employees and volunteers.
Finally, no employee of the organization may serve
as chair of the board or any other position with similar
responsibilities.30

IV.

Increased Oversight Externally

The Act provides for increased powers of the Attorney General’s Office in order to oversee the activities
of charitable organizations. The Attorney General may
now enjoin, void or rescind any related party transaction, as well as seek the removal of directors, trustees
or officers.31 The Attorney General may also independently bring an action against a charitable organization
which has not obtained all of its required consents or
complied with the registration requirements of Article
7-A or the EPTL.32 Additionally, any non-domiciliary of
New York who is serving as a director, trustee, officer,
or key employee is subject to personal jurisdiction in
the Supreme Court of New York, and the Attorney General may serve process on any such person.33

V.

Conclusion

The Act is an improvement over the old law, especially for “mom and pop” charitable organizations,
by driving down administration costs to establish and
maintain the organization. Conversely, large organizations will need to implement various procedures to
comply with the Act and become more diligent in their
day-to-day operations. Attorneys and advisors should
be mindful to reach out to their clients and review their
operating documents to ensure they are in compliance
with the Act.
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Endnotes
1.

N.Y. Executive Law § 172-b(2-a) (EXCL).

2.

EXCL § 172-b(2).

3.

EXCL § 172-b(1).

Based on this definition, the key employee could be a director or
officer, even if not an “employee” of the foundation.
18.

Does not include expenses or reasonable compensation for
services as a director as permitted by NPCL § 202(a). NPCL §
102 (a)(21).

4.

N.Y. Not-for-Profit Corporation Law § 402(a)(2) (NPCL).

19.

“Payment” does not include charitable contributions. Id.

5.

NPCL §§ 605(a), 606, 609(b)–(c), 614(a)–(b), 708(b).

20.

Id.

6.

NPCL § 708(c).

21.

NPCL § 712-a(b).

7.

NPCL § 509(a).

22.

8.

NPCL § 511.

9.

NPCL § 907.

10.

NPCL § 1002.

“Related party transaction” is any transaction which a director,
officer, key employee or one of their relatives or an entity in
which one of the preceding individuals has a 35% interest (in
the case of a partnership, an interest in excess of 5%), has a
financial interest and the charitable organization or its affiliate is
a participant. NPCL § 102 (23)–(24).

23.

NPCL § 715.

24.

NPCL § 715-a(a).

25.

NPCL § 715-a(b)(2)

26.

NPCL § 715-a(b).

27.

NPCL § 715-b(a).

28.

NPCL § 715-b(b)(2).

29.

NPCL § 715-b(b).

30.

NPCL § 713(f).

31.

NPCL § 715(f).

32.

NPCL § 115(b).

33.

NPCL § 309.

11.

NPCL § 404(w); see also EXCL § 216.

12.

NPCL § 402(a)(2).

13.

Increasing to $750,000 as of July 1, 2017 and $1,000,000 as of July,
1 2021 pursuant to EXCL § 172-b(1).

14.

NPCL § 712-a(a) and NPCL § 712(a) require committees to
have at least three directors. A grace period is provided for
organizations with annual revenues less than $10,000,000 in
the last fiscal year ending before January 1, 2014 for which the
requirement becomes effective on January 1, 2015 instead of
July, 1 2014. Non-Profit Revitalization Act of 2013, Assembly Bill
A8072, § 132 (2013).

15.
16.

17.

NPCL §§ 712-a(a), 715-a(b)(2).
“Employee” is not defined and arguably it would not include
an uncompensated officer. However, that would lead to an odd
result: an uncompensated president of the organization could be
considered an independent director, but if he had a relative who
was an officer (key employee), he would not be independent
under the test. Therefore, the conservative approach would be
to assume all officers will be considered “employees” when
applying this test, whether or not compensated.
A “key employee” is any person in a position to exercise
substantial influence over the foundation. NPCL § 102(a)(25).
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